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Abstract. While sequential Abstract State Machines (ASM) capture
the essence of sequential computation, it is not clear that this is true
of distributed ASM. This paper looks at two kinds of distributed pro-
cess, one based on a global state and one based on variable access. Their
commonalities are extracted and conclusions for the general understand-
ing of distributed computation are drawn, providing integration between
global state and variable access.
1 Introduction
For many years, models and languages of astonishing variety and depth have
been developed to describe distributed computation, and still its essence is far
from understood.
Distributed Abstract State Machines (ASM) [8] are a key part of a drive to
establish a distributed ASM thesis analogous to the successful sequential ASM
thesis [7]. This work has not yet led to a ﬁnal result, although Glausch and Reisig
in [5] have established that distributed algorithms that fulﬁl certain criteria are
captured by DASM.
This paper looks at characteristics of distributed computations and scenarios
that are not fully captured by distributed ASM. Based on the work of Lam-
port [9], a new ASM model is proposed that captures more of these scenarios.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces distributed ASM.
Section 3 argues that they do not fully capture distributed algorithms. The
Lamport model is presented in section 4. Section 5 extracts essential properties
of distributed computations, and section 6 proposes how the global view can be
combined with the local variables view. Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Asynchronous Multi-agent (Distributed) ASMs
A distributed ASM (DASM) is a family of pairs (a;Module(a)) with pairwise
diﬀerent agents, elements of a possibly dynamic ﬁnite set Agent, each equipped
with a sequential ASM Module(a). Each sequential ASM provides a set of states
(ﬁrst order structures over the same vocabulary), a set of initial states and a
state transition function which can only take into account a bounded number of
elements.
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Definition 1 ((global) DASM run). A partially ordered run of a DASM
is a partially ordered set (M ;≺) of moves m (rule applications) of its agents
agent(m) with a state function s satisfying the following conditions [8]:
– ﬁnite history: each move has only ﬁnitely many predecessors, i.e. {m′ ∈
M |m′ ≺ m} is ﬁnite for each m ∈ M .
– sequentiality of agents: for each agent a the set of its moves is linearly or-
dered, i.e. agent(m) = agent(m′) implies m ≺ m′ or m′ ≺ m.
– coherence: each ﬁnite initial segment (downward closed subset) I of (M ;≺)
has an associated state s(I) – think of it as the result of all moves in I –
which for every maximal element mmax ∈ I is the result of applying the state
transition function of agent(mmax) in state s(I − {mmax}).
This deﬁnition implies a global state accessible to all agents, where each agent
has its own local view given by the variables read by the agent. The deﬁnition
does not say how moves are to be scheduled in a run; moves can be performed
in parallel, or by interleaving the moves of diﬀerent agents. However, every run
leads to the same end state.
Proposition 1. All linearizations of the same ﬁnite initial segment of a DASM
run have the same ﬁnal state [8].
This means that each ASM run is essentially sequential and we conclude.
Proposition 2. If DASM runs are the most general way to look at distributed
computation, then distributed computation is essentially sequential.
3 Distributed ASM Do Not Capture Distributed
Algorithms
The distributed ASM thesis is still open, because there are many distributed
scenarios that are not properly captured by distributed ASM.
1. Context switching between threads can occur between a read and a write. In
ASM, an update is performed instantaneously, which means that the state
is read, the answer is computed and the result is written as a single atomic
action.
2. In larger distributed systems, inconsistent system states are possible. With
ASM, the system state is always consistent.
3. In parallel computation, two processors can simultaneously write the same
memory location. Similarly, a write could be at the same time as a read. The
ASM consistency condition [4] excludes such conﬂict, and a more elaborate
treatement by [1] treats memory locations as proclets (active processors) in
their own right, that do some computing to resolve write conﬂicts.
4. The meaning of distributed computations varies a lot according to the level
of atomicity used. DASM have a ﬁxed level of atomicity.
This brings us to the following conclusion.
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Proposition 3 (Failed Distributed ASM Thesis). DASM as deﬁned in sec-
tion 2 do not capture distributed computation; at least they do not capture the
scenarios given above.
If certain restrictions are accepted, then DASM do capture some kinds of dis-
tributed computation[5]. However, those restrictions conﬂict with our scenarios.
A consistent global state cannot be assumed for a highly distributed computa-
tion. Context switching between reads and writes conﬂicts with the assumption
of instantaneous actions. For autonomicity, the update sets of [5] introduce con-
straints by claiming that the input (read) and output (write) locations should
be the same. This leads to the impossibility of parallel read, which is not in
line with our understanding.1 Finally it has to be noted, that the concept of
DASM run as introduced in [5] is not the same as the traditional DASM run.
In particular, the consistency condition is not introduced, and no proof is given
that both concepts coincide. As our examples in section 4 show, these two ideas
of DASM run do not coincide.
4 Sequentially Consistent Runs
A diﬀerent way of looking at distributed computation was introduced by Lam-
port [9]. Here, a distributed execution is a set of sequential executions (one per
agent), each being a sequence of reads and writes of locations. Not all Lamport
executions are valid. Lamport deﬁnes sequential consistency as follows[9].
Definition 2 (sequential consistency). Consider a computation (execution)
composed of several sequential processors accessing a common memory. The com-
putation is sequentially consistent iﬀ the result of any execution is the same as if
the operations of all the processors were executed in some sequential order, and
the operations of each individual processor appear in this sequence in the order
speciﬁed by its program.
A sequentially consistent execution has at least one witness, which is a legal in-
terleaving of the reads and writes. Diﬀerent witnesses may yield diﬀerent results.
The level of granularity is lower for Lamport reads and writes as opposed to
moves for DASM. Reading and writing is implicit in the DASM model. As a
contrast, Lamport does not look into the global system state.
4.1 Examples to Compare DASM and Lamport Runs
It might not be obvious how Lamport and DASM runs diﬀer, so we give some
small examples with agents A and B, and variables x and y.
1 Please note that [5] is not altogether consistent at this place. In requirement D4
(autonomicity), the parameter values of the locations could be locations themselves.
However, this is not used in the examples shown later. But if there are no loca-
tions used as parameters, D4 is trivially true. On the other hand, using locations as
parameters, the notion of “same location” suddenly becomes quite advanced.
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Table 1. ASM and Lamport witnesses - all examples
No witness ASM witness Lamport result
W1 mA;mB write(x, 1); write(x, 2) x=2
E
x1
W2 mB;mA write(x, 2); write(x, 1) x=1
W1 mA;mB read(x, 0); write(x, 1); read(x, 1); write(x, 2) x=2
W2 mB;mA read(x, 0); write(x, 1); read(x, 1); write(x, 2) x=2
E
x2
W3 – read(x, 0); read(x, 1); write(x, 1); write(x, 1) x=1
W1 mA;mB read(y, 0); write(x, 1); read(x, 1); write(y, 2) x=1, y=2
W2 mB;mA read(x, 0); write(y, 2); read(y, 2); write(x, 1) x=1, y=2
W3 – read(x, 0); read(y, 0); write(x, 1); write(y, 2) x=1, y=2E
x3
W4 – read(x, 0); read(y, 0); write(y, 2); write(x, 1) x=1, y=2
Example Ex1 : A : x := 1 ; B : x := 2 ; initially x = 0.
ASM: two possible runs: {W1}, {W2}
Lamport: one possible run: {W1, W2}
Example Ex2 : A : x := x+ 1 ; B : x := x+ 1 ; initially x = 0.
ASM: two possible runs: {W1}, {W2}
Lamport: two possible runs: {W1, W2}, {W3}2
Example Ex3 : A : x := y ∗ 0 + 1 ; B : y := x ∗ 0 + 2 ; initially x = y = 0
ASM: one possible run: {W1, W2}
Lamport: three possible runs: {W1}, {W2}, {W3, W4}3
4.2 Distributed ASM Runs Are Sequentially Consistent
Since each move of a DASM run writes the same values, regardless of the lin-
earization, it is possible to translate DASM runs into sequentially consistent
Lamport runs. Please note that it is not true that each move reads the same
values independent of the linearization, see the last example in the previous
section.
Thus, one DASM run can produce several Lamport runs and each Lamport
run of a DASM run is sequentially consistent.
5 General Properties of Distributed Computation
Distributed computation generally comprises sequential agents that work to-
gether. They may use synchronization of memory locations to coordinate their
work. However, it is essential that their work has to respect causality (proper
synchronization of writes with reads). When conﬂicts arise, then there is an
underlying mechanism to handle inconsistencies between reads and writes of
diﬀerent agents.
2 Observe that W3 is not possible in ASM, although it is not conﬂicting.
3 The last two runs have one more witness each where the reads are swapped. As
opposed to DASM, [5] would not consider W1 and W2 independent but view them
as two diﬀerent runs.
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Property 1 (Sequentiality). The actions of each agent are sequential. 4
Property 2 (Synchronization). There are (global) memory locations where
access is sequential.
Property 3 (Causality). It is impossible to read values before they have been
written. 5
Property 4 (Consistency). When two agents try to write to the same posi-
tion, then one of them wins as opposed to having arbitrary outcome. In the same
way, also possible conﬂicts between read and write are solved.
With these requirements in mind, we will describe a local state model that
captures our idea of distributed computation.
6 Localized State
We introduce a localized DASM model where a memory location can be updated
by one agent, and its value can take some time before it is available to other
agents. This is addressed with reference to persistent queries in [2,3], where a
query is accompanied by the location where its result is to be deposited.
Definition 3 ((localized) DASM run). A localized partially ordered run of
a DASM is a partially ordered set (M ;≺) of moves m (rule applications) of its
agents agent(m) with a state function s satisfying the following conditions:
1. ﬁnite history: see deﬁnition 2
2. sequentiality of agents: see deﬁnition 2
3. The (local) states of an agent before and after a move m are related using
the state transition function of agent(m).
4. The (local) state of an agent before a move is a combination of all the (local)
states after the directly preceding moves. If there are no preceding moves, an
initial state is used.
5. A combination of two (local) states is done with the following rules.
– When the value of a location is the same in both states, then this value
is taken.
– When the value of a location is diﬀerent in the two states, then the one
resulting from the later move with respect to the partial order is taken.
– When the value of a location is diﬀerent in the two states and both values
are coming from moves that are not ordered by the partial order, then an
arbitrary value of the two is chosen.
The new deﬁnition brings the following advantages, in particular related to the
problems given earlier.
4 Although this property looks innocent enough, it is rejected by the Java memory
model for distributed computation [6].
5 This property is also called no-out-of-thin-air in the context of Java.
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1. Context switching is implicit in the new model, since the write of a move is
taken into account ﬁrst when the new read is done.
2. Since agents work independent of each other and each agent has its own local
state, a global inconsistent system states is not only possible but normal.
3. Concurrent write at the same time onto the same memory location is possible
and would result in one of the written values.
4. Reads and writes are the level of atomicity.
5. The new deﬁnition does not guarantee sequential consistency. Please note
that all examples from section 4 will be captured in one run using the local-
ized model. In all three cases, the moves of agents A and B can be unordered.
6. The new deﬁnition provides a higher level of abstraction than Lamport and
at the same time brings less restrictions to the runs. It aligns better with
the moves of ASM.
7 Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, we have shown that distributed computation is not always easy to
understand and that DASM do not capture the essence of distributed computa-
tion. We have compared DASM with the Lamport model and have extracted a
new model that is not sequential in the bottom. This local state model captures
at least the problems indicated with the DASM model.
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